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SFGATE 
San Francisco evicted a horseback riding service provider from Golden Gate Park and 

Camp Mather earlier this month after accusations of animal cruelty and overworking 

its employees. 
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The company, Chaparral Ranch, was notified on May 15 by the San Francisco 

Recreation and Park Department that its permit was revoked. The department evicted 

the company because it gained a "deeper understanding around the care of 

Chaparral's operations," Tamara Aparton, a spokesperson for the agency, told SFGATE 

in an email statement. 

Chaparral, which has operated in the San Francisco park since 2019, was given 10 

days to vacate and has now been gone for nearly a week, Aparton said. The 

department is looking for a new horseback riding service at Camp Mather, a summer 

camp near Yosemite operated by the city. 
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"Whether we will have horseback riding there in time for campers to enjoy depends 

on how the search goes," Aparton said. 
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The company also provides horseback riding in Monterey Bay, Woodside, Los Gatos 

and Milpitas. As of Tuesday, the company website does not list San Francisco. 

The move to pull Chaparral's permit came two days before a San Francisco Standard 

investigation revealed the allegations of mistreatment, with former employees telling 

the outlet that Chaparral was "really unethical." In a 41-page whistleblower report filed 

in 2021, several anonymous former employees wrote that the horses were being 

overworked and neglected. 

"In my time as an employee, I have seen more injuries to horses than at any other 

facility I have seen and a lack of timely response by the owners," one employee wrote 

in the report. 

When asked about the animal abuse allegations, Sue Pennell, founder and chief 

financial officer for Chaparral, told SFGATE that the company was cleared 14 times by 

San Francisco Animal Care & Control. 

"Unfortunately that's really all I have to say is that the animal control came out 14 

times and gave us a clean bill of health," Pennell said before hanging up the phone. 
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De~ Campbell, a spokesperson for Animal Care & Control, confirmed to SFGATE that 

the agency received complaints about Chaparral. She said on "several occasions," 

animal control officers had the company make "corrections/changes." 

It's unclear what these changes were, but Campbell said the complaints were closed 

when and if the company was "in compliance with the law." 
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Aparton said the parks department said it still decided to revoke Chaparral's permit 

despite it passing its inspections. 

"While an Animal Care & Control investigation determined Chaparral met the 

minimum standards for horse care under the law, we no longer believe they met the 

high standards we expect from our park operators," she said. 

The whistleblower report against Chaparral alleged several instances of abuse at the 

Golden Gate Park facility, including that the horses were exhausted and sleep 

deprived. It also included photos of horses who were observed having a sleep-
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dep,rived posture and being confined to cramped and unsanitary stalls with improper 

sleeping conditions. 

Employees also detailed concerns in the report about the limited shelter for the 

horses, alleging that the animals spent most of the working day in the sun without 

breaks or water. And if it were to rain, the report said riders would still be able to 

pursue their lessons, with some of the animals developing "rain rot" and fungal 

infections from being left outside. 
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Other photos showed horses with saddle sores (the report alleged that employees 

were not trained to fit saddles) and grown out hooves because of a lack of trimming 

(resulting in the horses tripping). Employees also alleged that horses lacked proper 

health care because Chaparral did not have a vet for its San Francisco location. 

According to the complaint, the company added numerous events in 2021, 

overworking the horses and employees. There were no regulations for how much a 

horse could be used, employees said. 
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Some employees told management about their concerns regarding the workload, the 

report said, but supervisors allegedly continued to add more lessons and rides to 

camp schedules. The complaint included recommendations for each individual horse 

and improvements to the overall site. 
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Some community members, including those that have knowledge about training 

horses, also voiced concerns about the conditions for the animals. A February 2020 

email to Animal Control, obtained by the Standard, has one complaint with 

photographic evidence from a community member who said the horses were 

neglected in unsanitary conditions and ungroomed. 

Aparton said the parks department plans on searching for a new horseback riding 

service in June and will have "more safeguards in place." 
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